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	70 fast-track, example-driven recipes with clear instructions and details for OData programming with .NET Framework Overview Master OData programming concepts and skills by implementing practical examples and apply them in real-world scenarios. Find simple and handy means to resolve common OData programming issues more effectively. Explore the new OData programming features in latest and future versions of WCF Data Service Well-designed recipes that are organized in complete categories such as server-side programming, client-side programming, hosting and configuration, and security. In Detail Odata (Open Data Protocol) is a Web protocol for querying and updating data that provides a way to unlock your data and free it from silos that exist in applications today. OData enables data access among a variety of applications, services, and stores by adopting existing Web technologies such as HTTP, XML, and JSON. This book deals with common OData programming cases over the Microsoft .NET Framework platform and eases the learning curve for a .NET developer to start incorporating OData in data service development. This book provides a collection of recipes that help .NET developers to get familiar with OData programming in a quick and efficient manner. The recipes cover most OData features from the former ADO.NET Data Service to the current WCF Data Service platform. In addition, all the sample cases here are based on real-world scenarios and issues that .NET developers might come across when programming with OData in application development. This book will be your handy guide with basic to advanced walk throughs of common OData programming cases for the Microsoft .NET Framework platform. You will learn quick solutions to necessary tasks to integrate the power of OData at both server-side and client-side. This book will help you master the use of OData with .NET Framework by taking you through hands-on and
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Microsoft Windows XP Step by Step (With CD-ROM)Microsoft Press, 2001
MICROSOFT WINDOWS XP STEP BY STEP offers self-paced instruction to the beginning-to-intermediate user who wants to get the most out of Windows XP. This personal training system offers easy-to-follow lessons full of clear objectives, a wealth of task-oriented procedures, and dozens of real-world business scenarios. MICROSOFT WINDOWS XP STEP BY STEP...
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Integrating ISA Server 2006 with Microsoft Exchange 2007Syngress Publishing, 2008
Everything IT pros need to know about using ISA Server 2006 to defend their companies' email and remote users from hack attacks!     

       This book is a convenient, targeted, single-source guide to integrating Microsoft's ISA Server with Exchange 2007 SP1. Unlike longwinded "comprehensive resources" it doesn't waste time...
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Pathological Pain: From Molecular to Clinical Aspects (Novartis Foundation Symposia)John Wiley & Sons, 2004

	This book brings together contributions from key investigators in the area of pathological pain.  It covers the molecular basis of receptors and channels involved in nociception, the possible messages that cause neuropathic plasticity, spinal plasticity in neuropathy, plastic changes in opioid systems in neuropathy and opioid tolerance,...
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Proteasomes: The World of Regulatory Proteolysis (CRC Monographs on Statistics & Applied Probability)CRC Press, 2000

	This book highlights proteasome structures and how they are related to different aspects of proteasome function. Moreover, the book reports on the functional roles these highly developed proteolytic machines play within the cell. It was a great surprise to the scientific world that proteolysis provides crucial functions in cellular...
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Algorithms in a Nutshell (O'Reilly)O'Reilly, 2008
Creating robust software requires the use of efficient algorithms, but programmers seldom think about them until a problem occurs. Algorithms in a Nutshell describes a large number of existing algorithms for solving a variety of problems, and helps you select and implement the right algorithm for your needs -- with just enough math to let...
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Advanced Google AdWordsSybex, 2014

	The ultimate guide to Google AdWords is fully updated for its third editionThis is the ultimate guide for those who want to quickly get beyond AdWords basics to learn and apply the advanced techniques and tactics that are used by Fortune 500 companies. The book provides insight into AdWords' functionality and advanced features,...
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